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Abstrac t : We prove new f ixed point theorems for m u l t i -
valued mappings. Moreover, we construct a simple example 
which shows tha t the conjecture of J . P. Penot , s t a t e d in 
L8J, i s f a l s e . 
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1° A f ixed point theorem for multivalued mappings in 
complete metr ic spaces . 
Let M be a metr ic space with metr ic d,A,B being subsets 
of M,x0€ M. Put : d(x0 ,A) =- in f {d(xQ ,x) :x e A*, 
D(A,B) » ! A ? 0 : A s V J l ( B ) and B £ V^( k)\ = max jsup.d(x,B) :x j A^, 
»upvd(y,A) :y €B M , where VA(A) = \ y £ M , d(y,Y)«>?U f o r J \ ; > 0 . 
d e f i n i t i o n 1. Let M be a metr ic space with metric d. We 
say th-it. a map f:M—*• M -sat isf ies the C a r i s t i ' s condit ion i f 
there e x i s t s a lower semicontinuous function h:M—^R. = L0f«*->) 
such tha t d ( x , f ) ) - - h ( x ) - h ( f (x ) ) for a l l x e M. 
Theorem 1. Let M be a complete metr ic space, F:M-—*M 
be a multivalued mapping of M in to the family of a l l nonempty 
compact subsets of M such that D(F(x) ,F(y) )< d(x ,y) for a l l 
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x.4-y e#M. Suppose that there exists a single-valued map f: 
: M — > M satisfying the Caristi s condition such that: 
1) d(x,F(x))_r inf \d(fn(x)),F(fn(x)): n-1,2,...? 
for all xeM, where fn(x) =- (f o f o ... o f)(x) , 
n-times 
2) K s h e l f , f(x) = x j is p^ecompact. 
Then F has a fixed point in M. 
Proof. We claim that for each z<=.U there exists a z e K 
such that d(z0,F(zQ)) _-d(z,F(z)). Let h:M—-^ R^ be a lower 
semicontinuous function such that d(x,f (x)) _- h(x) - h(f(x)) 
for all xeM. We write x._y iff d(x,y)-_ h(x) - h(y). Then £_ 
is a partial order on M. Let z be an arbitrary fixed point 
in M. Put M_ =-fxe M:d(x,F(x)^ d(z,F(z))}. Then M_ is a non-
empty (zc-M ) closed subset of M, since d(x,F(x)) is a con-
tinuous function on M. Therefore M is complete. Using the 
same argument as in C8i one can prove that there exists a ma-
ximal element z^ in M_ (i.e. if x e M_ and x _" z_ then x - i„). 
o z z o o 
Suppose that there exists anneN such that 
d(fn(z0), F(f
n(zQ)))- d(z0,F(z0))^-d(z,F(z)) 
Then f n ( z ) e M „ . On the other hand, we have: o z ' 
d ( z A f f ( z ) ) ^ h ( a ) - h ( f (z ) ) , d ( f (z ) , f
2 ( z )) *= h ( f ( z )) -
O ' O 0 0 0 ' 0 0 
- h(f2CzQ)) . . . , d(f
n"1Czo), f
n ( z 0 ) , ^ h ( f
n " 1 ( z 0 ) ) - h( f
n (z 0 ) ) , 
Hence 
d(z ff
n4z J J ^ S . d i f ^ z h f ^ z J J ^ h t z ) - h(fn(z ) ) , 
Of O t = 1 o ' o 0 o 7 
where f ° ( z 0 ) -- zQ . This implies f
n (z Q ) * zQ , f
n ( z Q ) c M_. Hence 
f n ( z ) =- z„ and i t i s c lear tha t f ( z ) = z c K.iM_. o o o o —> 
Now suppose tha t d ( f n C z Q ) , F ( f
n ( z Q ) ) > d ( z 0 , F ( z o ) ) for 
a l l n. Then there e x i s t s a subsequence fn.jj such tha t 
lim d ( f n i ( z ) , Fit ^ Z Q ^ ~ d ( z 0 »
F ( z o ^ • I t i s e a 3 y t 0 s e e 
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that ̂ fn(z 1\ is a Cauchy sequence in M. Then there exists a 
ni point z 6 M such that 2.̂  = lim f (ZQ)| since M is complete. 
Hence 
n, n., 
d(z .z_ ) * lim d(z .f x ( z J ) . - £ h ( z J - lim h(f (z )) -£ o* 00 o* o o o 
z:h(z0) - h(zfl0)f 
n. n. 
d ( z c o » F ( ZCP ) ) = l^m d ( f (zo)» F ( f (zo)}) a d ( z 0 >
F ( z o ) ^ 
£ d(z,F(z)). 
This means that z^ e M2 and z^ 2: z • Therefore z^ = z and 
h(z^) = h(f(z )) = h(z ). Hence d(f (z ) ,F(f Cz ))) = 00 o o o ' o 
= d(z ,F(z )). This contradicts the assumption o o 
d(fn(z0),F(f
n(z0)))^d(z0,F(z0)) for all n=l,2,... . This pro-
ves our claim. 
It is easy to see that inf { d(x,F(x)):x€ M i = 
= inf ld(x,F(x)):xeK(, Since K is compact, there exists a 
point xQ£ K such that d(x0,F(xQ)) = inf 4 d(x,F(x)) :x £ M?. If 
r = d(x0,F(xQ)) >0, take a ycF(xQ) such that d(xQ,y) = 
-d(x0,F(xQ)) = r. Then d(y,F(y))--. D(F(xQ) ,F(y))<d(xQ,y) = r. 
This contradicts the assumption 
d(x0,F(xQ)) = inf fd(x,F(x)):xe U}. Hence d(x0,F(xQ)) = 0 and 
x €F(x ). This completes the proof. 
Remark: In [8 ] J.P. Penot has stated the following prob-
lem: Let M be a complete metric space, h:M—v R^ be a lower 
semi continuous function and F:M —-> M be a multivalued mapping 
of M into the family of all nonempty closed subsets of M sa-
tisfying the following condition: 
d(x,F(x))^ h(x) - inf 4h(y):ye F(x))i. Does F have a fixed 
point in M ? 
The following simple example shows that this conjecture 
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is false. 
Put M =* tO,co) with the usual metric. Put h(x) * •--— 
Fix) six + JHTxT9 2x^1^ f o r a 1 1 X<=M. Then M is a comple-
te metric space, h:M—>R + is continuous, F satisfies the 
condition d(x,F(x)) h(x) - inf i h(y) :y €F(x)J, but F has 
not any fixed point in M. 
Proposition I. Let M be a complete metric space, h: 
:M —> R^ be a lower semi continuous function, F:M —> M be a 
multivalued mapping which maps M into the family of all non-
empty closed subsets of M. Suppose F satisfies the following 
condition inf id(x,y) • h(y) :y<~ F(x)i =--h(x) for all x € M. 
Then F has a fixed point in M. 
Proof. We claim that for each xeM there exists an f(x)s 
a Fix) such that d(x,f(x))^2 h(x) - 2 h(f(x)). If d(x,F(x))=-
= 0, put f(x) = x. If d(x,F(x))>0, then 
d(x,F(x)) +inf{d(x,y) • 2h(y) :ye Fix)} -= 2 inf f d(x,y) + 
+ h(y):y £ F(xM --• 2h(x). 
It follows that inf fd(x,y) • 2h(y) :yc F(x)? < 2h(x). Then the-
re exists a point fix) e Fix) such that d(x,f(x)) • 2h(f(x)>--= 
^.2h(x). This proves our claim. 
According to Cnri3ti s Theorem there exists a point x e M such 
that x„ = f(x )eF(x,J. This completes the proof, o o o ^ r 
Corollary 1(S.B. Nadler 11})* Let M be a complete met-
ric space. If F:M—^M is a multivalued contraction mapping 
which maps M into the family of all nonempty closed subsets 
of M, then F has a fixed point. 
Proof. Let D(F(x) ,F(y))^ kd(x,y) , where 0^k<l. Put 
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h(x) =Y^f d(x,F(x)). Then 
inf*d(x,y) • h(y):y£F(x)? = inf i d(xfy) • ̂  d(yfF(y)): 
:y€F(x); = inf-fd(xfy) • - ^ • D(F(x) fF(y)):yc F(xl? -l-
^inf-U(x,y) • jij k d(x,y):y£F(x)f = jqj d(x,F(x)) =h(x). 
By Proposition 1, F has a fixed point in M. 
Corollary 2. Let M, h, F be as in Proposition 1. 
1. If d(x,F(x))4h(x) - sup-* h(y):yeF(x)~ f then F has 
a fixed point in M. 
2. If D(-x;:fF(xHi h(x) - inf 4 h(y) :yf F(xV , then the-
re exists an x e M such that f(xQ) = - xQ, • 
Proof. It is clear that F has a fixed point in M, becau-
se inf-' d(x,y) + hly) :yf F(x); - d(x,F(x)) • sup h(F(x)) and 
inf-fd(x,y) + h(y) :y -- F(x)." ̂  D(-'x." ,F(x)) • inf -f h(y) :y <-: F(x); . 
To prove 2, it is sufficient to note that for each x-. M there 
exists a point f(x)e Fix) such that 
D(-x',F(x))^h(x) - inf ̂  h(y):y^ F(x):.-- 2h(x) - 2h(f(x)). 
By Caristi's Theorem there exists a point xQ€ M such that xQ = 
= f(x ). Then DC-; x„ ,F(xJ)'-~ 2h(x ) - 2h(f(x )) = 0. It fol-o o ' o O 0 
lows that Fix ) =-.'x ' • This completes the proof. 
?- A fixed point theorem for multivalued mappings in 
Banach spaces 
Definition 2. Let X, Y be topological spaces, F:X- -s Y 
be a multivalued mapping. We say thit F is upper semicontinu-
ous at xeX if for each open set Gc Y, F(x)^G there exists 
a neighborhood U of x such that for each x's U we have F(x')C 
£ G. 
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Theorem 2. Let X be a Banach space, C£X be a convex 
closed nonempty bounded subset of X, f :C—.> C be a multivalu-
ed nonexpansive mapping which maps into the family of all 
nonempty convex closed subsets of C. Suppose that there ex-
ist a function ftciR^—•> R + which is nondecreasing and <tt(t)> 
> 0 for all t>0, a function (p:C-C—>R weakly continuous at 
0, cp(e)>0 and a mapping y :C-C --> c6 (X*), where ^(X*) deno-
tes the family of all nonempty closed subsets of the dual spa-
ce X*, weakly-strongly upper-semicontinuous at ©-, y(O) is 
compact, such that 
d(x,F(x)) • d(y,F(y)) > (U, ( \\ x-y Jj ) j (x-y) - y Q(x-y) 
for all x,yeC, where Ys(x) = sup -£)< x*,x> I x *€. y(x)}. Then 
F has a fixed point in C. 
Proof. By the boundness of C, there exists a number M > 0 
such that C^Bj^ = 4xeX: li x ll-= M?. Hence C-C£B2M. By the stan-
dard argument there exists a sequence -fx \ c. C such that 
d(ixn,fCxn))< - for each n e N. Since ixn\ is bounded in X,^xnf 
is weakly pre compact. Then there exists a weakly Cauchy subnet 
"^XA>(i)^icI o f ^ xn^ w n e r e 5 ° : I — * N # T h en it is clear that the 
net i u ^ j t ^ j ) e l K l where u ^ = x^(i) - x^(j) converges weak-
ly to ©. 
VJe claim that lim I! u i A = 0 . Suppose that it is false. 
There exists a number r > 0 such that for any (i,j)e I . x l the-
re exists an Ci', j ')el xi, (i',j'), > (i,j) and !/ u^ , fl *- r. 
Since (p is weakly continuous at © we have lim <p(ui .,) = 
=- cp (0) = k >0. Let 'C:X—> X** be a canonical embedding map 
of X into its bidual space X** . Since it(u^ Ai is bounded 
in X**, I'tfCu.^ .)? is an equicontinuous family of mappings 
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from (X*, il • )l ) i n t o R. Since { r (a . *)i converges poin twi-
se to © on X* and \ (0) i s a compact subset of X* by Theorem 
4 .5 19 , chapt . I I I 3 i t follows t h a t 4 ^ ( 0 ^ J i converges u -
niformly to © on ^ ( 0 ) . Then there e x i s t s an index U Q I J O ^ ^ 
e I * I such tha t for ( i , j ) e 1 * 1 , ( i , : j ) > ( i 0 i J 0 ) we get 
Cf ^ j . U | - k and 1 < % (\i± j ) , x * > l * l< x * , ^ j > l & 
6z -g k ^c ( r ) for a l l x * e if (©). Since i|, i s weakly-s t rongly 
upper-semicontinuous at © and \\x± A converges weakly to -©, 
the re e x i s t s an index (--x»Jx )c I^ - -* ( i x > J i ) ~ ^ 0 * ^ o
) s u c n 
t h a t : 
t f C u i , j ) ' ~ T ( © ) • k 1 ^
I > ) B^(©), where B* =-4x*£ X*: || x*ll ^ l j 
for a l l ( i , j ) e l x l , ( i , : j ) -£ (i~_, j - ^ ) . Then 
Ta^Ui ,) = sup 41 < x * , ^ j > i : x * e »f (u.^ J i ~ 
^ sup {I < x * , u j L ) J > i : x * e tf(e) •
 k ^ r ) B*C©H -* 
^sup { K x * , ^ <>1 :x*<s Y ( e ) i +
 feffijj^ sup{ |< x * , ^ j > | : 
«**€B*j = * § ^ l ^ 
for a l l ( i , j ) € l x i , ( i , j ) ^ ( i 1 J 1 ) r 
Take n,mcN such tha t i + ~< ^ L r ? . Choose i 2 € l , i ^ i l f 
i 2 - J i such tha t <^( i )^ max 4" n,m^ for a l l i c I , i ^ i 2 » Take 
( i 3 , j 3 ) € i x l , ( i 3 , J 3 ) Br ( i ? , i ? ) such tha t W \i± * |i £ r . Then 
d ( x
s o ( i 3 ) '
F ( V i 3 )
) ) * d ( x f ( J 3 ) »
F ( V J 3 )
) ) * 
^ ' ' ( u i 3 , . J 3
) H « u i 3 > J 3 i , ) - V 8 Cu l 3 f j 3 i . 
Hence 
i l - -
n • i-~-TI-T + "^-p-- d (Vi3)'
F(Vi3)
) ) * 
* d (Vj3) '
F ( x?(j3)
) ) : J k <<(r) " ^^ ' I * < ^ r ) -
This contradicts - • - ' *- k/uXr) and this proves our claim. 
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Since lim R vi± ^ H = O, i t followa that {x^(jji i s a Cauchy 
net in the strong topology. Therefore "íx^jj i converges 
atrongly to an x e C Then for i £ l , we háve 
« ( * , ř ( x » * l l x - x f ( 1 ) l • d C x p ( l ) , f % ( i ) ) ) • 
• D ( f ( x p ( l ) > , ř ( x » * 2 | x - x p ( l ) » *-^U. 
Hence d(x,F(x)) = 0 . It followa that xéf(x) and this comp-
lete8 the proof. 
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